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Instrumental precipitation records indicate that in recent
decades much of the land area surrounding the Mediterranean Basin (MB) has experienced a decline in winter
season precipitation (e.g. Dunkeloh and Jacobeit, 2003).
According to the models included in the IPCC Fourth
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Introduction

Climate
Assessment (IPCC, 2007; Giorgi
and Lionello, 2008;
Mariotti et al., 2008), this region is expected to experience
of the Past
a 10–20 % drop in precipitation toward the end of the 21st
century. This expectation is critical for the Mediterranean
countries due to their dense population and rich agricultural
resources (see Iglesias et al., 2007).
Earth
The prime contributors
to the System
precipitation in the MB
are migrating wintertime extratropical
cyclones (e.g. Hertig
Dynamics
and Jacobeit, 2008; Lionello, 2012). The linkage between
Mediterranean cyclones (hereafter MCs) and precipitation is
also addressed by Trigo et al. (2000), who attributed the obGeoscientific
served negative precipitation
trend to a decline in the frequency of severe storms Instrumentation
entering the Mediterranean from the
west and northwest. The relationship
between
Methods
and the MCs and
precipitation is demonstrated here by the correlation between
Data Systems
the time series of the seasonal number of cyclones and precipitation in 38 winter seasons (December–February), shown
in Fig. 1 (for details regarding the analysis of cyclone counts,
see Sect. 3.1). Since the Geoscientific
temporal correlation is based on
38 winter seasons, values exceeding 0.27 are significant at
Model Development
the 0.95 level. The correlation is thus significant over much
of the MB. The above implies that the observed and projected
trend in precipitation in the Mediterranean is linked to trend
in the occurrence of MCs.
This relationship
Hydrology
and and the additional importance of MCs as a source of extreme weather
Earth
System
events (associated with wind
storms,
dust events, temperature extremes, etc.) make them an
important target of investiSciences
gation (e.g. Frich et al., 2002; Xoplaki et al., 2004; Lionello
et al., 2006; Raible, 2007).
A pioneering attempt to assess the future change in the
synoptic regimes over the MB was done by Lionello et
Ocean Science
al. (2002), using the ECHAM4 model with T106 resolution
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Abstract. The study aims to evaluate the ability of global,
coupled climate models to reproduce the synoptic regime of
the Mediterranean Basin. The output of simulations of the
9 models included in the IPCC CMIP3 effort is compared
to the NCEP-NCAR reanalyzed data for the period 1961–
1990. The study examined the spatial distribution of cyclone
occurrence, the mean Mediterranean upper- and lower-level
troughs, the inter-annual variation and trend in the occurrence of the Mediterranean cyclones, and the main largescale circulation patterns, represented by rotated EOFs of
500 hPa and sea level pressure.
The models reproduce successfully the two maxima in cyclone density in the Mediterranean and their locations, the
location of the average upper- and lower-level troughs, the
relative inter-annual variation in cyclone occurrences and the
structure of the four leading large scale EOFs. The main discrepancy is the models’ underestimation of the cyclone density in the Mediterranean, especially in its western part. The
models’ skill in reproducing the cyclone distribution is found
correlated with their spatial resolution, especially in the vertical. The current improvement in model spatial resolution
suggests that their ability to reproduce the Mediterranean cyclones would be improved as well.
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Fig. 1. Correlation, calculatedFig
for1 each grid cell of 5◦ ×5◦ , between
the time series of DJF rainfall and cyclone counts. The cyclones
were extracted from the sea level pressure daily fields of the NCEPNCAR reanalysis project (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001).
The methodology for cyclones’ detection is described in Sect. 3.1
and the rainfall is taken from the NOAA/NCEP CAMS data set
(Ropelewski et al., 1984; Janowiak and Xie, 1999), which relies
on observations. Correlations higher than 0.27 indicate 0.95 significance.

(about 1.1◦ × 1.1◦ ). They compared 30-yr model integration
with the present conditions29 to a parallel one with a doubled CO2 concentration. They did not find substantial differences between the two, except for an insignificant tendency
for increase in the number of deepest cyclones (measured in
pressure difference between the center and the periphery of
the cyclone) and some decrease in the occurrences of less
deep systems. Bengtsson et al. (2006) conducted a study of
global cyclogenesis and cyclone tracks in the present and in
the projected changes under the so-called A1B emission scenario (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). They analyzed output from
the ECHAM5 coupled model, in the version used during the
IPCC Fourth Assessment (AR4), and found the greenhouse
gas forced the 21st century simulation to exhibit a marked decrease in cyclone activity and intensity in the MB during winter. Giorgi and Lionello (2008), using ensembles of global
and regional models, attributed the expected future decrease
in rainfall to a development of a general anticyclonic circulation over the Mediterranean, seen in their average difference
maps (future minus present) of both the sea level pressure
(slp) and upper-level geopotential height (gph). Lionello and
Giorgi (2007) also compared the future changes in precipitation and in cyclone occurrences, using a regional model
(of 50 km resolution) with boundary conditions from the
HadAM3h model with 1.25◦ × 1.875◦ resolution and for the
IPCC AR4 A2 and B2 scenarios (IPCC, 2007). They found
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013

agreement between the change in precipitation and in the
occurrence of intense cyclones (which are at least 15 hPa
deep compared to their surrounding), expressed by a decrease over the majority of the MB and an increase along
its northern coasts and further north in Europe.
In assessment of future climate projection of climate, it
is common to use information from several models to draw
conclusions that are more robust than when using a single
model (counting on the multi-model analysis to reduce the
effect of model biases and increasing the data sample when
separating the effect of externally forced changes from internal variability). When selecting models, it is reasonable to
assume that models that offer a more realistic simulation of
the present climate are more reliable than others (Reichler
and Kim, 2008). The studies mentioned above contributed
to the evaluation of climate model reliability in reproducing
recent (late 20th century) synoptic conditions. Bengtsson et
al. (2006) found that the model (ECHAM5), viewed from a
global perspective, simulates recent (1979–2002) observed
cyclone activity quite well. Lionello and Gorgi (2007) found
that the regional model they used provides a good agreement
between the distribution pattern of intense cyclones (deeper
than 15 hPa) over Europe and the MB, except for a maximum
found over eastern Turkey in the model’s output but not in
the data (ERA-40). Raible et al. (2010) examined the ability of the ECHAM5 model, in a more advanced version than
that used in the IPCC AR4 (IPCC, 2007), i.e. with a horizontal resolution of 1.125 × 1.125 and 31 hybrid sigma pressure
levels, to reproduce synoptic features of the MB and Europe.
They showed that the simulated general pattern of cyclone
density is quite realistic over both regions, but that their density over the Mediterranean is underestimated.
In the present study we evaluate the ability of 9 different
AR4 models to reproduce the present winter synoptic features of the MB, in particular the cyclonic activity. Our study
compares the output of a multi-model ensemble and the observations, and also looks into differences among the models in an attempt to discern the factos behind more successful simulations of the observations. The 9 models were those
used in the simulations of the 20th century during the World
Climate Research Program (WCRP) Third Couple Model
Inter-comparison Project (CMIP3, Meehl et al., 2007) – a
project that was an integral part of the IPCC AR4 (IPCC,
2007). In addition to studying the pattern of surface cyclone
counts and their inter-annual variation, we examine the largescale circulation mean and variability. Specifically, we examine the climatological mean slp and 500-hPa gph fields, the
intensity and location of the mean Mediterranean trough (Jacobeit, 1987) and the typical patterns of inter-annual wintertime 500-hPa gph (and of slp) variability.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 provides information on the data used in this study. Section 3 describes
the methods of analysis. Section 4 presents the results and
Sect. 5 is a summary and discussion.
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Data

The study deals with the boreal winter season, i.e. the months
of December through February (DJF), which form the core
of the Mediterranean rainy season. The study period is 1961–
1999 and contains 38 winters. The study region is 20◦ –70◦ N,
30◦ W–60◦ E.
The data available for the observational basis is the
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis project, with a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ resolution (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001), serve here to
represent the observed conditions (referred to as “observations”, hereafter). As indicated in the introduction, the simulated data are derived from the output of 9 CMIP3 models,
which provide daily mean resolved output. These data are
from the Program for Climate Model Diagnostics and Intercomparisons (PCMDI) at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (see http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about ipcc.
php) and are referred to as “simulations” hereafter. The observed and simulated cyclone statistics are calculated using daily slp fields (see further details in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2
below). The spatial resolution of the NCEP-NCAR reanalyzed data is 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ , which is appropriate for analysis
of synoptic-scale features and is compatible with that of the
studied models (see Table 1), though finer resolution is generally better for cyclone analysis (e.g. for explosive cyclogenesis, as shown by Kouroutzoglou et al., 2011). Other atmospheric circulation properties were calculated from the
monthly-mean output of the same sources. A brief list of the
study model properties is given in Table 1 (for further details
regarding these models see Randall et al., 2007).
For the observed precipitation we used the NOAA/NCEP
CAMS dataset, which provides monthly compilations derived from land-based rain gauge measurements (Ropelewski
et al., 1984; Janowiak and Xie, 1999). These data are in
2◦ × 2◦ spatial resolution.

3
3.1

Methods
Cyclone detection

The cyclone detection algorithm applied here is based on the
one used by Raible and Blender (2004), Raible et al. (2008,
2010). The algorithm was applied to daily slp fields of the observations and simulations. Prior to the detection process the
data were interpolated from their original spatial resolution
(which varied from one model to another) to a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦
latitude by longitude grid (identical to that of the observations) to bring both simulations and observations to a common resolution. Next, the data resolution was refined by performing spline interpolation to a finer 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid in order to increase the accuracy in locating the identified lowpressure centers (following Pinto et al., 2005) and to derive
more accurately the gradient around them for final selection
of cyclones to be included. However, this procedure can be
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/
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viewed largely as a technical step, does not add any cyclones
to those found in the original data and hence has no impact
on the results.
A screening of the analysis region for local minima then
follows. A candidate cyclone center is a local slp minimum
with respect to its surrounding 8 grid points at the corners
and the sides of a 5◦ × 5◦ grid box centered on the pertinent gridpoint, provided that the minimum value is lower by
at least 4 hPa than the average value of all the surrounding
8 gridpoints.
Inspection of 3 months of data showed that the above criteria were met not only for closed cyclones, but in several cases
also for open troughs, which had no real minimum (except
the one associated with the remote, often outside the study
region, low-pressure center from which the trough extends).
To avoid this problem we added an additional criterion to the
detection algorithm, which examines the pressure difference
between the minimum point and each of its 8 neighboring
2.5◦ grid points. We identified a trough (and not a closed cyclone) when the pressure gradient in one direction was lower
than 4 Pa/1◦ while in the opposite direction it exceeds it. This
threshold was obtained through several iterations until optimum agreement between the distributions of the cyclones
detected manually by trained forecasters and these detected
automatically through our algorithm was achieved.
3.2

Representativeness of daily averages for cyclone
detection

The analysis of MCs is based on daily-averaged slp. It is
important to verify whether such sampling resolution is sufficient for detecting the migrating wintertime cyclones and
their climatological distribution. The analysis of 24 h resolution data is expected to underestimate the number of cyclones found in higher temporal resolution data, especially
when they move fast. For that reason the cyclone detection
program was applied first to the output of the GFDL-cm2.1
model, for which 3-hourly data were available for 10 yr, in
24 h intervals, as well as daily averaged data. Results for randomly selected 3 boreal fall seasons (October–November),
winters (DJF) and spring seasons (March–April) were compared within the domain 20◦ to 70◦ N and 20◦ W to 55◦ E.
As expected, the number of cyclones found in the instantaneous data is consistently larger than that found in the daily
averaged ones. However, the ratio between the two counts remained stable, in the range of 0.83–0.92 for all the 9 seasons
examined. These ratios are considerably larger than the 0.53
ratio obtained by Blender and Schubert (2000), presumably
due to the difference in the study region they used and that
used here. The area studied by Blender and Schubert (2000)
covers the Northern Hemisphere north of 40◦ N, so that the
MCs are a negligibly small portion of their sample, whereas
in the present study they are the majority. The slow movement of the MCs, with a typical speed of 5–10 m s−1 (Alpert
and Ziv, 1989), implies that the 24 h resolution data would
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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Table 1. The study models and their main characteristics.
Model

Source

Horizontal
resolution

Number of
vertical levels

GFDL-cm2.0

US Department of Commerce/NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory, USA
US Department of Commerce/NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory, USA
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
Center for Climate System Research (University of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies and Frontier Research
Center for Global Change, Japan
Center for climate system research (University of Tokyo), National
Institute for Environmental Studies and Frontier Research Center
for Global Change, Japan
Italy
Max Plank Institute for Meteorology, Germany
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,
Marine and Atmospheric Research, Australia
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,
Marine and Atmospheric Research, Australia

2.0◦ × 2.5◦

24

2.0◦ × 2.5◦

24

T85 (1.4◦ × 1.4◦ )
T106 (1.1◦ × 1.1◦ )

26
56

T42 (2.8◦ × 2.8◦ )

20

T63 (1.9◦ × 1.9◦ )
T63 (1.9◦ × 1.9◦ )
T63 (1.9◦ × 1.9◦ )

21
31
18

T63 (1.9◦ × 1.9◦ )

18

GFDL-cm2.1
NCAR CCSM3.0
MIROC3 HiRes

MIROC3 MedRes

INGV ECHAM 4
MPI ECHAM 5
CSIRO-mk3.0 (2 runs)
CSIRO-mk3.5

capture a larger portion of them than it may for the Atlantic
and European cyclones. The spatial correlation between the
density distributions of cyclone counts extracted from the
two output types was used to estimate the representativeness
of the 24 h resolution data for the data having 3 h resolution.
The correlation varied between 0.76 and 0.93. The stable ratio and the high spatial correlation between the two sets indicate that the use of daily averages is appropriate for the
purpose of our analysis and is capable of providing useful
statistics for model–observations and model–model comparisons.

The collective ability of the models to simulate the observed patterns of DJF 500 hPa gph variability was done
by gathering the individual 342 observations, i.e. 38 yr of
9 models, for extracting the simulated EOFs. This approach
is sometimes referred to as “the common EOF method” (e.g.
Barnett, 1999).

3.3

The analysis of MCs was performed for the region bounded
by the longitudes of 10◦ W and 50◦ E and the latitudes
of 20◦ N and 60◦ N (referred to as the “larger MB” hereafter). The climatological spatial distribution of daily cyclone
counts per winter, December through February (DJF), based
on data of 1961/1962–1998/1989, in a resolution of 5◦ × 5◦
(an area of approximately 2.5 × 106 km2 ), is shown in Fig. 2.
The prominent two maxima within the Mediterranean Basin,
at 40◦ N and 11◦ E and at 35◦ N and 30◦ E, reflect the tendency of cyclones to concentrate mainly in two areas: one
in the western basin, near Italy, and the other in the eastern basin, south of the southern coast of Turkey. The maximum values within these centers are 5–6 cyclone centers
per 5◦ × 5◦ grid box per season. The distribution of cyclone
counts over southern Europe is rather uniform, varying between 1.5 and 2 cyclone centers per 5◦ × 5◦ grid box per season, increasing northward towards the location of the European storm track.
The higher cyclone density over the MB compared to that
over central Europe agrees with previous studies such as that
by Pinto et al. (2005) and Ulbrich et al. (2009). However, the

EOF analysis

The models ensemble’s ability to simulate the observed patterns of inter-annual variability was examined for the winter
season averaged 500-hPa gph to a principal component analysis (PCA a.k.a EOF analysis) over the entire study area. The
spatial patterns of such an analysis (hereafter EOF patterns)
tend to be sensitive to sampling fluctuations and the choice of
the study domain (e.g. North et al., 1982), and might affect an
attempt to compare the models to one another and to observations. Thus we proceeded to apply a “factor rotation” procedure to the PCA results. Such an additional step has been
shown to yield much more stable patterns in relatively short
data samples (Cheng et al., 1995). Here we applied a VARIMAX rotation procedure (Cheng et al., 1995) to the leading
five PCs of each model and of the observations. The choice
of the number of PCs was based on Rule N, a test for EOF
variance separation, based on the normalized EOF variance
and a standard error thereof, derived from parametric considerations (North et al., 1982; Preisendorfer, 1988).

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013

4
4.1

Results
Mediterranean cyclones – spatial distribution
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(a)

768
772

769
770

Fig. 2. Observed average number
in
Fig. 2 of wintertime (DJF) cyclones 773
a 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes (in counts per box per year, in 1.0 interval)
derived from the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis daily averaged sea level
pressure fields from 38 winters between 1961/1962 and 1998/1999.

low counts seen over Europe may be partly attributed to the
use of daily averaged output, which underestimate cyclones’
occurrence in regions where they move relatively fast, such
as Europe, in contrast to the Mediterranean, where they tend
to be slow, particularly near cyclogenetic centers. This uniform distribution over Europe stands in contrast to the highly
variable distribution of MCs, emphasizing the cyclogenetic
character of the Mediterranean and hints at the role of the
geography of the Mediterranean Basin (i.e. land-sea contrast
and location of mountain ridges) in the cyclogenesis process
774
775
(e.g. Tafferner and Egger, 1989; Alpert et al., 1996; Trigo et
al., 2002). The pattern seen in Fig. 2 is substantially differ30
ent from that found by Lionello
and Giorgi (2007, see their
Fig. 4), where one maximum over Europe and a secondary
one over the Adriatic Sea were detected. This difference is
most likely the result of the threshold for cyclone depth used
in their study for isolating deep cyclones (15 hPa compared
to 4 hPa here).
Table 2 shows the total number of cyclones detected in
the simulations and observations over the larger MB. Also
shown are the percentages of cyclones found in the West
Mediterranean (WM, 35◦ N–45◦ N, 5◦ E–20◦ E) and the East
Mediterranean (EM, 30◦ N–40◦ N, 25◦ E–40◦ E) out of the
total number of cyclones over the “larger MB”, their average
intensity and minimum slp value in each of these regions.
The intensity of a cyclone is represented by the pressure difference between its center and the average over the 8 grid
points at the corners and the sides of a 5◦ ×5◦ grid box around
it. The most striking feature seen in Table 2 is the large differences among the various models and between models and
observations in the number of cyclones detected in the study
area. The number of simulated cyclone counts in the larger
MB area varies from 3239 for the GFDL-cm2.0 to 7824 for
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/

(b)

Fig. 3

Fig. 3. (a) As for Fig. 2, but averaged over the 9 study models.
The counts of each model are 31
normalized by the ratio between its
total number of detected cyclones and that detected in the observations. (b) The difference between the observed and model-averaged
(Figs. 2 and 3a, respectively). The contours are in 1.0 interval and
the zero line is thick. The t-test is a “Welch t-test”, which accounts
for the different variance in the observations and models. The models are pooled together and normalized, as explained in the test. The
colors indicate regions in which the difference is significant at the
level of 95 % based on an estimate of 40 degrees of freedom; pale
pink indicates significant model under-estimation and pale blue indicates significant model over-estimation.

the CSIRO-mk3.0, and the multi-model average number of
cyclones exceeds that based on the observations by 67 %.
One might speculate that this discrepancy is related to differences in model resolution, but we found no systematic
relationship between these factors. Moreover, the number
of cyclone counts obtained by the model with the highest
resolution, MIROC3 HiRes, was far from having the highest number of cyclone counts (4 models had more counts),
and was lower than that obtained for the MIROC3 MedRes,
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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Table 2. Features of the cyclone occurrence statistics in the Mediterranean Basin. The methodology for cyclone detection is described in
Sect. 3.1. The intensity of a cyclone is represented by the pressure difference between its center and the average over the 8 grid points at the
corners and the sides of a 5◦ × 5◦ grid box around it. Note that the percentages (columns 5 and 8) are defined with respect to the “large MB”
(10◦ W–50◦ E, 20◦ –60◦ N), so they are not summed to 100.
Source

Observations
GFDL-cm2.0
GFDL-cm2.1
NCAR ccsm3.0
MIROC3 HiRes
MIROC3 MedRes
ECHAM4
ECHAM5
CSIRO-mk3.0, run1
CSIRO-mk3.0, run2
CSIRO-mk3.5
Model average
Models minus Observations
Deviation (%)

Total No.
of cyclones
3372
3239
3852
4475
6347
6863
6465
5597
7824
6779
4769
5621
2249
67

East Mediterranean
Average central Ave intensity
slp (hPa)
(hPa)
1009.2
1011.7
1013.0
1011.9
1011.7
1010.0
1013.7
1011.6
1014.3
1014.7
1013.6
1012.6
3.4
0.3

which has the coarsest resolution among the study models. Previous studies examined the relationship between the
model resolution and the number of cyclones detected in the
output fields. Blender and Schubert (2000) and Zolina and
Gulev (2002) found that the number of detected cyclones for
a certain model increases when its horizontal resolution is
enhanced. However, their studies used the same model and
varied the threshold for truncation of its output data, whereas
this study compares different models with their native spatial
resolution. Therefore there is no real disagreement between
the relationship they found and the lack of such in our study.
The percentage of cyclones found within the cyclogenetic centers in the Mediterranean reflect both the relative
cyclone density between the west (WM) and east Mediterranean (EM) as well as the relative density over the Mediterranean as a whole with respect to Europe. Table 2 shows that
the models underestimate the relative number of cyclone occurrences in both the WM and EM. In the EM they display a
range from 19.0 % in the observations to 15.4 % in the simulations, and in the WM the discrepancy is larger: from 18.8 %
in the observations to 12.1 % in the simulations. The average
minimum pressure in the cyclone centers is lower in the observations than in the simulations, by 3.4 hPa for the EM and
0.7 for the WM. The intensity of the cyclones was overestimated by the models for both regions, by 11 % and 24 % for
the EM and WM, respectively.
Figure 3a and b show the distribution of cyclone occurrence averaged over the 9 models and the difference between
the average simulated and the observed, respectively. The cyclone distribution of each model is normalized by the ratio
between its total number of cyclone counts and that of observation (both shown in the left panel in Table 2). The results

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013

7.3
8.4
8.0
9.5
7.8
6.8
7.9
7.7
7.7
8.7
7.7
8.0
0.8
11

Percentage
(%)
19.0
13.6
16.0
16.0
17.9
14.8
16.6
19.7
12.8
14.9
11.6
15.4
−3.6
19

West Mediterranean
Average min. Ave intensity Percentage
slp (hPa)
(hPa)
(%)
1006.8
1006.3
1009.1
1007.5
1006.8
1008.2
1011.0
1006.2
1009.6
1006.3
1003.7
1007.5
0.7
0.1

7.8
9.2
9.5
10.7
9.5
7.4
9.5
9.2
9.6
11.3
11.8
9.8
1.9
24

18.8
14.2
11.5
10.1
15.0
12.4
11.4
12.9
12.5
10.4
10.4
12.1
−6.7
36

for the individual models, together with the standard model
errors (the root-mean-square differences between model and
observations averaged over the large MB) are listed in Table 3 (see also Sect. 5). These standard errors vary between
0.31 (for the MIROC3 HiRes) and 0.56 (for the CSIROmk3.5). A comparison between the average simulated cyclone distribution pattern and the observed pattern (Figs. 3b
and 2, respectively) indicates that the models overestimate
the relative cyclone occurrences over Europe and underestimate it in the Mediterranean. While the difference over Europe is not significant everywhere, in the MB it is significant.
The underestimation of cyclone density is more pronounced
in the WM (see also Table 2). According to the models, it
appears as if a larger part of the Atlantic cyclones that enter Europe remain over the continent and a smaller portion
of them enters (or forms secondary cyclones) in the Mediterranean than is found in nature (for more details, see Romem
et al., 2007).
There are two factors which may contribute to underestimation of the MC density with respect to the European
cyclones: one is the bias resulting from our density definition, given in terms of number of cyclones per grid cell (of
5◦ × 5◦ ); the areal density is underestimated proportionally
to cosine (lat). Second is the smoothing out of fast moving
cyclones in the 24 h time resolution data (see also Sect. 3.2),
which is expected to affect especially the European cyclones,
which are faster than the MCs. However, these effects do not
affect the comparison between observation and simulation.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/
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Table 3. List of quantitative estimates for the ability of the 9 study models to reproduce the observed synoptic features. The results for the 3
models with the highest score in each category are indicated in bold letters. Note that for all of the estimates, excluding the Average Cyclone
counts relative inter-annual STD and the rotated EOF coherence, smaller values reflect better performance.
Model

GFDL-cm2.0
GFDL-cm2.1
NCAR ccsm3.0
MIROC3 HiRes
MIROC3 MedRes
ECHAM4
ECHAM5
CSIRO-mk3.0, run1
CSIRO-mk3.5

Cyclone
distribution Standard
error

Average Cyclone
counts relative
inter-annual STD

SNI
(defined in
Sect. 4.3)

500
(zonal anomaly)
Standard error

Rotated
EOF
Coherence

0.44
0.45
0.44
0.31
0.55
0.42
0.33
0.55
0.56

1.08
1
1.02
0.99
0.9
0.98
0.99
0.76
0.88

1.7
2.1
3.6
1.6
2.3
2.3
1.5
1.9
2.4

32
32
28
19
26
16
15
33
36

2.10
2.98
2.25
2.08
3.16
2.29
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Fig. 4. Long-term trend in cyclone
counts for DJF (in units of perFig. 4
centage per 10 yr) of (a) observations and (b) average of the 9 study
models. The sign and significance of the trend is represented as in
Fig. 3b.
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4.2

Inter-annual variations in the occurrence of
Mediterranean cyclones

The inter-annual standard deviation (STD) of MC occurrence
for DJF was calculated for the large MB. The centers of
large variability (not shown) in both observations and simulations coincide with the maxima of cyclone occurrence in
the MB shown in Figs. 2 and 3a, respectively. Here we refer to the “relative STD”, i.e. the STD divided by the local cyclone long-term mean occurrences. The relative STD
for both observations and that averaged over the 9 study
models is homogeneous (not shown). A comparison between
the observed and simulated distributions indicates that the
models slightly underestimate the relative year-to-year variations. The observed average relative STD is 1.2. It measures
slightly below 1.0 over the majority of the Mediterranean
Sea, but exceeds this value over western North Africa, Western Europe, the Iberian Peninsula and the Middle East. The
average relative STD of the models is 0.95 and the values
over most of Europe, the Mediterranean and the Middle East
are lower than that, with values as low as 0.6. The local maximum over western North Africa is overestimated by the models.
The relative STD of each of the individual models, averaged over the larger MB, are lower than that observed
(Table 3), varying between 0.76 (CSIRO-mk3.0) and 1.08
(GFDL-cm2.0). An inspection of the distributions of the relative STD of the individual models shows that all of them capture the maximum over western North Africa, each of them
show some weak signatures of high values over the Iberian
peninsula and West Europe, but none of them show any maximum over the EM.
As part of the analysis of inter-annual variability, we also
calculated the long-term trend in cyclone occurrence during
the study period. Figure 4a shows the observed long-term
trend for the large MB. The MB is dominated by decreasing
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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trend (in agreement with Trigo et al., 2000) with two distinct extremes (0.95 significant): the major one over the eastern Turkey, with an extension toward the Balkan, and a secondary one over Italy. The simulated trend based on the individual models show non-significant patterns, with amplitudes considerably smaller than those found in observations
and without having any spatially consistent structure. The
multi-model average trend distribution (Fig. 4b) is weak and
lacks the large center of negative trend in eastern Turkey and
the opposite sign trend in western North Africa. However, 6
of the models (CSIRO-mk3.0, CSIRO-mk3.5, GFDL-cm2.0,
GFDL-cm2.1, MIROC3 HiRes and INGV ECHAM 4) show
footprints of negative trend in parts of the MB. In spite of the
general failure in the collective models’ ability to reproduce
the observed long-term trend, it should be stressed that none
of them showed a positive trend in MC occurrences.
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4.3

Long-term mean sea level pressure

In an effort to relate the cyclone occurrence to the large-scale
circulation, we compared the seasonal mean slp field in observations to that simulated in the models. Figure 5 shows the
observed long-term DJF mean slp during the study period.
The prominent features are the subtropical high-pressure region extending from the Atlantic into the Iberian Peninsula
and North Africa and the south-to-north pressure gradient between the western Mediterranean (and the Alboran Sea) and
the northeastern Atlantic, west of Ireland. Also prominent is
the high-pressure over Siberia (the Siberian High), which is
a baroclinic phenomenon, associated with the cold surface
temperatures during winter (e.g. Cohen et al., 2001). Along
the southern edge of the domain is the northern edge of the
tropical low-pressure trough over sub-Saharan Africa. In the
center of the domain there is a low-pressure region, stretching between the Atlantic and the Siberian Highs. This lowpressure region displays two secondary centers: a relatively
strong one between the Italian Peninsula and Sardinia and a
weaker center southwest of the Anatolian Peninsula, between
Turkey and Crete. These two centers are consistent with the
centers of MC density in Fig. 2. Thus this low pressure appears to be the footprint of MCs as they form and migrate
eastward in the MB.
Figure 6 shows the long-term DJF mean slp for each of the
study models. All of them display the high-pressure system
to the south of the Mediterranean Sea, over North Africa and
low pressure to the north, which is centered over the British
Isles and extends into Europe. A comparison between the
models and observations (Fig. 6) indicates a consistent model
overestimate of the strength of the high-pressure zone over
North Africa and the related south-to-north pressure gradient over southwestern Europe. Such overestimation was also
noted by Stephenson et al. (2006) for the NAO simulated
by the CMIP2 coupled models and by Raible et al. (2010)
for the simulation of the ECHAM5 latest version. Moreover, the simulated low-pressure signature of MCs in each
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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Fig. 5 pressure for DJF based on the
Fig. 5. Long-term mean sea level
observations, in hPa.

of them is weaker than in observations or completely missing. It is visible only in the maps of three of the models: the
MIROC3 HiRes, the ECHAM5 and, somewhat less clearly,
the ECHAM4. Note that these three models had also the
smallest standard error in the cyclone density distributions.
These two latter findings support the interpretation of the
Mediterranean low-pressure trough as the footprint of MCs.
Since the ability of the models to resolve MCs had been
examined through the cyclone distribution pattern (Sect. 4.1),
we used the slp long-term means only for evaluating the models’ reliability to represent the south–north pressure gradient
in the western part of the domain. This was done by calculat33
ing the pressure difference between
the average over the domain 30◦ N–35◦ N and 10◦ W–40◦ E and that in the domain
55◦ N–60◦ N and 10◦ W–40◦ E. Based on this difference we
defined a “south–north pressure index” (SNI) for each model
as the ratio between the south–north pressure difference between the two domains in the pertinent model and that in
observations. The corresponding values are displayed in the
individual maps in Fig. 6. All of them exceed 1.0, reflecting the collective models’ consistent overestimation of the
south–north pressure-gradient. The values vary between 1.5
(for ECHAM5) and 3.65 (for the NCAR ccsm 3.0), with an
average of 2.15. The 3 models with the lowest bias are the
MIROC3 HiRes, ECHAM 5 and GFDL-cm2.0.
This slp collective models’ biases are not confined to our
study region. Figure 7 displays the spatial distribution of simulated vs. observed slp difference over the Northern Hemisphere between 10◦ N and 80◦ N. The figure indicates a consistent negative bias in the mid-latitudes, being the largest
over Siberia (−8 hPa), in Alaska and the northeastern Pacific (−6 hPa in both). This minimum is straddled by positive biases over the Arctic (+8 hPa) and over North Africa
and the Mediterranean (+4 hPa). These biases are not widely
discussed in the literature. However, resolving them is beyond the scope of this study.
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790
Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the 9 study models. The names of the individual models and their corresponding south–north pressure-difference

791 index (SNI) are denoted above the respective panels.

Fig. 6

792
4.4

Long-term mean 500-hPa gph

The simulated and observed long-term mean 500-hPa gph
were compared as well. The average gph (contours) and
geostrophic relative vorticity (colors) in the observations
and models are shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. The
geostrophic vorticity is used as an approximation for the vorticity due to absence of wind data in the model database. In
the observations, a ridge is seen extending from the subtropical east Atlantic toward the British Isles and a trough extends
from Eastern Europe toward the Balkan and the eastern half
of the Mediterranean. The vorticity field is consistent with
the gph field and emphasizes these features. The ridge west
of Europe is accompanied by negative values, on the order
of −1 × 10−5 s−1 , and the trough over the EM is accompanied by maximum of +1 × 10−5 s−1 . In the respective simulated fields (Fig. 8b), the ridge is shifted eastward and extends over the Iberian Peninsula and the trough is weak, with
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/

maximum relative vorticity of only half that of the observations (∼ +0.5 × 10−5 s−1 ). The bias of the models is further
demonstrated by the gph differences between them and the
observations (Fig. 8c), being positive along the 30◦ N latitude, i.e. along the southern coasts of the Mediterranean (in
agreement with the ECHAM5 simulation done by Raible et
al. (2010), with a maximum of 30 m at 12◦ E, and negative
along 55◦ N latitude, with a maximum of −75 m at 8◦ W.
The magnitude of each of these extrema is larger than the
observed inter-annual standard deviation at the pertinent locations, implying that the biases are statistically significant.
This feature indicates a common tendency among the models to have an anticyclonic bias in the upper-level flow over
the MB, expressed in a negative bias in the relative vorticity of 1 × 10−5 s−1 over Italy and Greece. This is consistent with the collective models’ tendency to underestimate
the frequency of MCs. In order to better resolve the regional
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Fig. 7

Fig. 7. DJF long-term mean sea level pressure difference (in hPa
units) between the simulations and observations for the Northern
Hemisphere.
799
800

(b)

specific features and to eliminate the zonally oriented biases, we calculated the standard error of each model with respect to observation in the geopotential zonal eddy (deviation
from hemispheric zonal average; see Table 3). As is the case
with their simulation of cyclone distribution, the ECHAM4,
ECHAM5 and MIROC3 (HiRes) models show the smallest
error, about half that of that for the other models.
4.5

Inter-annual variations in the large-scale circulation

The 5 spatial patterns (rotated EOFs; see Sect. 3.3) based
on observations explain 88.8 % of the inter-annual vari801
ance of the 500-hPa gph. The
35 rotated model patterns were
802
paired with their observed counterparts through visual comparison and confirmed by calculating spatial correlation be803
tween pairs. The average correlations between the pairs of
rotated EOFs for the individual models varied between 0.63
(MIROC3 HiRes) and 0.79 (GFDL-cm2.1). The performance
of the models in reproducing the observed rotated EOFs was
estimated by the degree of similarity between the respective
patterns, determined as the ratio between the average spatial
correlations between the 5 pairs of EOFs found most correlated and that of the other 20 pairs (see Table 3). The models showing the highest performance are MIROC3 MedRes,
GFDL-cm2.0 and CSIRO-mk3.0.
The collective ability of the models to simulate the observed patterns (described in Sect. 3.3) is demonstrated in
Fig. 9, which compares the 5 rotated EOFs derived from the
multi-model sample (right panel) to the observations (left
804
panel). The fit between the patterns, as reflected by spa805
tial correlation, is better than those found for any individual
806
model. The four leading patterns (in terms of percent variance explained) spatially correlate with their observed counterpart at a level of 0.86 and above, and the average for the
5 rotated EOFs is 0.83 – also above those of the individual
models. The rotated 1st EOF pattern of both observations and
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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36

8
Fig. 8. Long-term mean gphFig.for
DJF (contours, in meters) and
geostrophic relative vorticity (in 10−5 s−1 units, shaded), both at
500-hPa, for (a) observations and (b) simulations. (c) The 500 hPa
gph difference between them (b–a). The sign and significance of
the trend is represented as in Fig. 3b.
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789

807

808
Fig. 9. Varimax rotated EOFs of 500 hPa gph, derived from observations (left panels) and the ensemble of all the 9 study models (right
809
Fig. 9
panels) calculated by pooling them together. The numbers denote the percentage of the variance explained by the pertinent EOF. The patterns
are paired according to the spatial correlation between them.
38
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simulations resemble the NAO pattern, which is considered
as the dominant for the study region and was found to be
well captured by the models included in CMIP1 (Stephenson
and Pavan, 2003) and CMIP2 (Stephenson et al., 2006). The
5th rotated EOFs, which have the lowest variance explained,
exhibit a rather low spatial correlation of 0.35. It should be
noted that the 5 rotated EOFs extracted from the models explain 83.2 % of the inter-annual variance of the 500-hPa gph.
The same experiment was done for the slp field and yielded
similar and consistent results, so they are not shown here.

5

Summary and discussion
811

This study aims to evaluate the ability of global coupled climate models to reproduce the climatological synoptic regime
of the Mediterranean Basin. The emphasis is given to the
MCs because of their crucial role in the regional hydrology
and the consequence to society (e.g. Iglesias et al., 2007).
The quality of the simulation of MC distribution in space
is thus critical for the collective models’ ability to reliably
project the hydrological future of the region. In accordance
with this goal the output of 9 CMIP3 models are compared
to the NCEP-NCAR reanalyzed data, and inter-compared in
terms of temporal and spatial distribution of synoptic features
over Europe and the Mediterranean region.
In all models, a maximum in MC density and a Mediter-812
813
ranean upper-level trough appear in similar locations as in815
814
observations. The models also simulate reasonably well the
inter-annual variation in the occurrence of MCs. Also important in the context of this study is that the main large-scale
patterns of inter-annual variability, as represented by rotated
EOFs of the seasonal (wintertime) mean slp and 500 hPa gph
anomalies, are well simulated by the models. In this respect,
the collective estimate based on all the models resembles the
observations better than does each model separately.
However, the models as a whole underestimate the observed level of Mediterranean cyclone density. This discrepancy is largest in the Western Basin, where the simulated
winter average cyclone count is about 60 % of that observed,
but is also noted in its Eastern part. Another discrepancy816
found is their inability to reproduce the observed decreasing
817
trend in MCs, especially in the eastern part.
818
The inter-comparison shows that models which are closer
to observations in terms of a single measure, e.g. cyclone density distribution, do not necessarily perform better in all measures. For MCs detection and reproducing the
mean 500 hPa gph field, MIROC3 HiRes, ECHAM 5, and
ECHAM 4 agree best with observations; for reconstructing
the south-to-north pressure gradient over West Europe it is
MIROC3 HiRes, ECHAM 5, and GFDL-cm2.0 that agree
best with observations; for reproducing the inter-annual variation in cyclone occurrence, GFDL-cm2.0, NCAR ccsm3.0,
and GFDL-cm2.1 agree best with the observation; and
for identifying properly the dominating large-scale patterns
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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Fig. 10
Fig. 10. Long-term mean of the
DJF precipitation according to observation (a), taken from the NOAA/NCEP CAMS data set (Ropelewski et al., 1984, Janowiak and Xie, 1999), the 9 study models
(b) and difference between them (c), in mm day−1 units. The resolution of the observed precipitation is 2◦ × 2◦ . The sign and significance of the trend is represented as in Fig. 3b.

(represented by the rotated EOFs) the closest to observations
are the MIROC3 MedRes, GFDL-cm2.1, and CSIRO-mk3.0.
The high temporal correlation between precipitation in
the MCs discussed in Sect. 1 and the deviations of simulated cyclone density from that observed suggest that the
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/
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precipitation will be also underestimated over the MB and
overestimated over Europe. Figure 10 shows the observed
and simulated (by the 9 study models) long-term mean precipitation for DJF and the differences between them. The
models reproduce quite realistically the distribution pattern,
i.e. the maximum along the northern Mediterranean coasts.
But, indeed, there is a substantial underestimation of the
Mediterranean precipitation and overestimation over the majority of Europe, both in the order of 30 %. The difference
between the modeled and observed rainfall exceeds considerably the inter-annual standard deviation (not shown), so it
can be considered statistically significant.
Consistent with the underestimation of cyclone density, we
found discrepancy in the mean related cyclonic system over
the Mediterranean both in the slp and mid-tropospheric gph
fields, a noticeably stronger subtropical high-pressure along
North Africa, extending northward over the MB. This bias
is accompanied by an overestimation of the south-to-north
pressure gradient over Western Europe, about twice that observed. The standard error in cyclone distribution and that
in the 500-hPa gph of the study models were found highly
correlated (R = 0.74), presumably due to the deep vertical
extent of MCs (e.g. Tsidulko and Alpert, 2001). The correlation between standard error in cyclone distribution and
the NSI (reflecting the south-to-north pressure gradient) was
found to be 0.32. In spite of its marginal significance, this
suggests that the formation of MCs might be suppressed under enhanced westerlies over Western Europe (as implied by
the enhanced zonal pressure-gradient when the NAO is in
its positive phase, Hurrell et al., 2003). Further analysis and
perhaps idealized model simulations are needed to determine
cause and effect between these discrepancies: cyclonic activity on the one hand and mean circulation bias on the other. It
is notable, however, that synoptic activity and large scale circulation anomalies are inter-linked in a dynamical relationship and thus possibly both discrepancies may be tied to the
inability of the models to simulate the geographical details
of the MB due mainly to their low spatial resolution. Support for this assertion is provided by the fact that the models
that offer a better simulation of cyclone counts, the MIROC3
HiRes, ECHAM 5 and ECHAM 4, also have relatively high
horizontal and vertical resolution. These 3 models also display a smaller bias in the simulation of the mean 500 hPa
fields (see Table 3).
The relationship between the models’ characteristics and
their ability to reproduce the cyclone distribution is demonstrated through scatter plots of their standard error in cyclone
density distribution and their horizontal and vertical resolution (Fig. 11a and b, respectively, Tables 1 and 3). The
scatter plots indicate that the models reconstructing better
the observed cyclone density distribution are those having
larger number of vertical levels and finer horizontal resolution. A better methodology for examining the relationship
between a model’s resolution and performance is to compare
the output of several versions of the same model with varying
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/779/2013/
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Fig. 11. scatter plots of the standard error (with respect to observation) of the study models in reconstructing the cyclone density
distribution and their horizontal (a) and vertical resolution (b).

resolution. Unfortunately, we have here only one example for
that, i.e., the two versions of the MIROC3 GCM, in which
the one with higher resolution capture MCs much better than
its counterpart. Our results concerning the vertical resolution
are consistent with Roeckner et al. (2006), who showed that
vertical resolution is crucial for simulating baroclinic eddies.
They also claimed that increased vertical resolution has to be
followed by an increase in horizontal resolution for consistency. It seems that additional factors related to the vertical
spacing, such as partition of the vertical levels and the number of levels within the boundary layer, can be important.
Finer vertical resolution allows more accurate representation
of the complexity of topography, which plays a key role in
the Mediterranean cyclogenesis. It is interesting to note that
the model spatial resolution was not found significantly correlated with the overall number of cyclones in the study area
(compare Tables 1 and 2 and see discussion in Sect. 4.1).
Another feature that needs further elaboration is the inability of the models to reproduce the negative trend observed in
MCs. The observed trend may reflect the beginning of the
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 779–793, 2013
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expected reduction of MCs due to global warming (IPCC,
2007) or just a natural internal climatic variation, which cannot be captured by climate models. Indeed, the observed
trend is attributed to the increasing trend in the NAO (Hurrell et al., 2003), whatever its source is. The same trend was
found in the time series of the observed rotated EOF #1,
which resembles the NAO (see Fig. 9). Analysis done for
the simulated rotated EOFs of each model that resembles the
observed rotated EOF#1 did not show any consistent trend.
In four of the 9 models the trend was negative; in 3 – positive and in the remaining 2 – no trend. Consistently with
the above, the long-term trend of the 500 hPa gph (Lu et al.,
2004, Fig. 1a) shows clearly the large-scale background for
the decreasing trend in Mediterranean cyclonic activity, as
reflected by the anti-cyclonic trend expressed in the negative
values of the relative vorticity.
The relation found here between the degree of the underestimation of MCs population by the models and their resolution suggests that the refinement in the more advanced climate models is promising for their ability to better simulate
the Mediterranean cyclogenesis, and to predict the Mediterranean Basin’s response of to future climatic changes.
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